
HOW TO GET AROUND 

ATLANTIC AIR PARK WITH 

YOUR PLANE.



SMALL REMINDER OF THE RULES

 Priority: AAP village taxiways can be used by aircraft, motor vehicles, cyclists and

pedestrians. AIRCRAFT HAVE PRIORITY over all other types of vehicles. Aircraft arriving on

taxiway A have priority over those departing on taxiways S and N.

 Avoiding conflict with aircraft: vehicles using the taxiway MUST GIVE WAY to aircraft by
stopping in the entrance of a property beyond the line of the taxiway lighting.

 Pedestrians: If confronted with an aircraft, pedestrians must move at least 10 meters from
the taxiway. Young children must be under adult supervision at all times and animals must

be kept on leads.

 Obstacles: It is the responsibility of all property owners, the chateau owner and all those
who use the infrastructure of the aeronautical village to ensure that no obstacle (waste

bins, cars, etc.) obstructs the passage of aircraft on the taxiways. All objects or vehicles

should be more than 10 meters from the centreline of the taxiways.



 We live in a residence where cars and planes coexist.

 If by chance you come face to face with a car, slow down without stopping. You have the
priority over cars. If you stop, it means that you intend to take the first entry of a plot left or
right.

 At all times listen out on the Atlantic Air Park frequency.

 Before taxying from anywhere on the Air Park you must report your position, your intentions

and your movements on the frequency of the Air Park 123.50. Always use the call sign
"Atlantic Air Park” as other airfields use the same frequency.

 For owners in the Air Park, it is very important to report all movements by plane from your
home.

 Pay attention to any other traffic at Atlantic Air Park.

 Autogyros are only allowed to taxy with rotors stationary.

 If you are invited to fly into Atlantic Air Park, there is a number you can call from your mobile

phone to enable you to open the barriers. WARNING, you must give your mobile number to
your host who will pass it on for activation (to be done in advance). This activation is limited
on time of your stay.



You arrive near the 08 threshold

with the intention to taxy to the

village.

What should you do?

At all times listen out on the

Atlantic Air Park frequency.

Report your position, your

intentions and your movements

on the frequency of the Air Park

123.50. Always use the call sign

"Atlantic Air Park” as other
airfields use the same frequency.

It is not possible for aircraft to

pass each other on the taxiway!!

If an airplane is already taxying

out to the runway and has

passed Lot 2, backtrack the

runway to the flying club to let

the other aircraft proceed.

Thank you for your

understanding.
Situation nr 1 (After landing, taxying to the village)



You arrive near the barriers in

the direction of the village.

What should you do?

In principle, when the barriers

are open the road traffic

lights are on red.

If you are invited, ask your

host to give you the number

to call using your mobile

phone to open the barriers.

This can be done at a

distance from the barriers but

be careful as the barriers

automatically close again

after 45 seconds. Do not stop

between the barriers and

don’t assume that the sensors

will detect your aircraft.Situation nr 2 (you wish to enter the village)



You are taxying along the

taxiway and a car

approaches you.

What should you do?

Slow down to allow the

vehicle to clear the taxiway

into a property.

Continue taxying after the

car has cleared the taxiway.

Situation nr 3A (your aircraft is on village taxiway A).



The car clears the taxiway

having seen an aircraft

approach.

But the car has parked in

your property.

What should you do?

Stop short of the entrance. It

means that you are waiting

for the car to clear the

entrance to the property. The

car should leave the property

to park elsewhere.

Situation nr 3B (the car has cleared the taxiway).



You are taxying on taxiway A

and a car is coming towards

you.

What should you do?

Slow down to allow the car to

clear the taxiway by driving

into one of the properties.

Situation nr 4 (You arrive at the top of village taxiway A).



You will find opposite

the numbering of

different properties in

the village of Atlantic Air

Park.


